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This is the moment of offerings. Saying "Thank You" - with flowers and fulfillment.

The God has given me the strength of body and mind. The elders have given me their precious moments of knowledge. My daughter, Gargi, my parents, my guide and colleagues have shared many a moments of pain and pleasure of my everyday work. My daughter, Gargi, Age 5, constantly nagged me into completing my doctoral research faster than the wind - for only then, she thought, I could be hers only.

But for the encouragement from my parents, the most relieving and relaxing cuddling with Gargi at the end of the day's work, item - preparation by Mrs.Megha Rajguru, and test-supervision by Mrs.Deepa Bokil, hawk-eyed, razor-edged scrutinee of my work and rough-weather navigation provided by my guide Dr.Smt.Usha Khire, continuous computer back-up and statistical support given by Dr.A.P.Kulkarni and the draft and final typing carried out by Mr.D.D.Bane and Mr.Suhas Majgaonkar, it would not have been possible even to think of completion and submission of my thesis.
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Really, more than many people helped me initiate, conduct, correct, test, modify, assess, complete, verify and submit the doctoral thesis on my research work. I have derived the greatest pleasure and satisfaction from working with them, culminating into long-dreamt fulfillment and feeling of completeness.
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